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 Phuket Hashers 95, Virgins 4, Visitors 9, Visiting Hashers 2 

 

Happy 35
th

 Wedding Anniversary to Klong and Woodpecker 
 

** Mk 11 – Version – now includes Hash Horn’s name 
 

The Pre-Run 

This week’s Laager site was quite a narrow affair and it was noted that vehicles were arriving from two 

directions with the Laager site set right in the middle of the potential flow of traffic.  It 

did look like the Hares were taking a risk of inheriting the Hashit from Fungus.  More 

about this later. 

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were Five Hundred Baht & Up The Back who collectively had 

including this run a total 4 Hares between them. So well done to them for stepping 

up. Run Master Joxymoron  selected a young lad  Ross L as Hash horn on the 

basis that he was a good runner.  When asked did he know what a check was he 

said ‘no’ and likewise the same for a falsie.  He also looked a little ‘shell shocked’ 

that he had been selected for the role.  Joxy then did a demonstration of the Hash 

Horn calls which didn’t go too well either. 

 

The Hares confirmed the run would be on multi-colour paper all the way and there were two short cuts 

marked with blue paper. Also there were no falsies and basically followed the route of the last Tinman run. 

We were then told to run back down the track to where a van was parked and then turn left to where the 

multi-colour paper would then be found.  However some of us had arrived quite early and had already seen 

the route the early bird walkers were taking so duly took this as an opportunity to instigate our own first short 

cut.  It probably only saved 50 odd metres but always worth having and also to get ahead of the pack.   

First part of the run was fairly gentle along grassy tracks but with the usual trip hazards of vines, buried 

lumps of rock etc.  so much so I took my first tumble.  Nothing too bad – just a graze to contend with and 

gentle concern from Fungus.  At this juncture Fungus was also busily who was coaching our virgin Hash 

Horn Ross L. where to lay the pink paper although at this point in the run we were somewhat separated 

from the main pack – however since most of them will have been on the Tinman it would not make much 

difference to them.   

We were also now entering hilly territory with the first big ascent to be completed.  I think we saw the first 

short cut but not really sure . Anyway we proceeded on up and down through the rubber and were now 

getting to around the 50 minute mark when we spotted our first walkers so I assumed we had missed the 

second short cut and we could be on the final run in.  So with walkers ahead that we could target and race 



pass we set off at great speed (Ha Ha!) with the vain hope the parked cars would shortly come into view. 

Then we saw it – a blue paper trail going off to the right and clearly going in the right direction back to the 

Laager site.  So I hesitated for a while wondering which way to go then thought come on SB you can do this 

– man up and ignore that fluttering blue paper.  This I did and immediately regretted my decision since we 

were straight back into the jungle scrabbling up a further hill until we eventually reached the top, out into the 

sunshine and back onto more easy going tracks.  At this stage the paper seemed a little scarce but we 

managed to navigate our way through and got ourselves back to the Laager site about 15 to 20 minutes 

before The Circle was called. 

 

 

The Circle 

GM started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thank them for their efforts.  

Unfortunately Hash Horn was nowhere to be seen so Joxy was called in to represent him and take a drink. 

 

Lucky Lek  was missing again so Annoumen duties went to Manekin Pis.  He called for any 

announcements but none were forthcoming – he then announced there would be a Pooying this week. 

Swollen Colon tried to announce a fun run. 

JC announced the sad news that Ta Darling had been killed in a car crash in Australia although details 

were vague. A glass was raised by everybody for Ta Darling.  

 

Jaws and Invisible Man were called in to list the Virgins of which there were 

four but only two available for the ceremony.  Not sure which ones – take your 

pick from Fabienne, Jan, Serg and/or Tony. However what  then followed 

was a big mess. The registrar gnomes couldn’t  decide which orientation to 

put the cups, they then knocked them over wasting  Hash beer and water 

together with a communication breakdown on instructions – hence Invisible 

Man on his knees. GM getting frustrated at delays and lady Virgin clearly not 

happy getting all her going home clothes wet!!  All as intended then! 

 

Congratulations to Rainman for completing 34 years to the day on the Phuket Hash. 

 

Visiting Hashers  – Two visiting Hashers – Fill My Cavity, UK and Redneck (Will) from Hong Kong. 

 

Hash Shirts   -      Masarap - Virgin Hare T Shirt with correct run number, date etc.  

    

 

Steward Spot -  This week’s Steward spot went to Key Hole with a rising crescendo of ‘Key Hole, Key Hole’ 

as he came into the circle. What followed was a mixture of stories and jokes which we had never heard 

before – well not quite but it’s the way he tells them. Key Hole is my favourite Steward since he always 

invites in the Hash hard workers such as Registrars and Scribes. So he gets my vote every time. 

Really good Steward spot from Key Hole – up to his usual high standard. 

Well done Key Hole!! 

 

Hash Naming   From now on Jib will go under the hash name of Gibberish.  Kindly given to her by her 

long suffering partner Lemming 

 

Run Offences etc 

Run offences this week covered such aspects as love birding, bromancing, oven gloves, ill thought out 

selection of hash horn, suspect positioning/laying of paper, false notification of ‘no falsies’, excessive talking 



by the walkers (what else can you expect), insightful interviewing, too much paper, new shoes, translation 

services, limbo dancing injuries,  bad timing etc. etc.. 

Promoters were Wilma, Fungus, Up The Back, Mannekin  Pis, Invisible Man, Tequila Slapper, Fungus, 

Jaws, Key Hole, GM, Joxy Moron, JC, Top Of f  Offensive ones were Jaws, Klong, Up the Back, 

Fungus, Wilma, Oy Pussylicker, Joxy, Manekin Pis, Top Of, Not Long Enough, Eggshagger, Ice Arse, 

Iron Pussy, Ultimate Fucking Cunt, Wilma, Rainman , etc. etc. 

 

Joxy Moron led the proceedings for the Hashit.  Joxy said the run was commendable in terms of a good 

Laager site, good directions, well marked trail etc.  Since only four vehicles passed through the Laager site 

the Hares avoided the automatic Hashit for Laager site location.  Joxy repeated his apology for selection of 

a virgin hash horn Ross L .  It was then left to the assembled throng to give their verdict of the run – 

response was ‘Good Run, Good Run ’. This then resulted in Fungus  getting to keep the Hashit for another 

week which as he said in is unofficial report for a previous run he accepted with a smile. Ha, ha. 

 

GM then declared the circle closed. 

 

A big mention for Ross L. for putting the time and effort in to be our Hash Horn for this week’s run 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

The Official Hash Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

